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It is with a very heavy heart that we share with you
the saddening news that one of our Puksta Family
members, Cody Wiggs, has passed away. He was
a shining light in our Puksta community and will be
remembered for his gentle, kind, compassionate
spirit.

We wanted to share with you Cody's Obituary and
his Celebration of Life information for tomorrow,
Friday, May 14, 2021. His family wanted to make
sure everyone knew that all are welcome. 

Cody Christopher Wiggs
March 22, 1987 - April 24, 2021

It is with deep sadness and broken hearts that the family of Cody Wiggs announce
his sudden passing on April 24, 2021 as a result of a tragic accident. A native-born
Coloradan, he lived his life in service to humanity, opening hearts, connecting
people to their heart’s purpose, and healing the planet soul by soul as...
A son with whom we shared unending and infinite love. He was our best buddy.
A brother whose immeasurable love and big heart was a guiding light for his
sisters. 

An uncle whose pride, playfulness, and protectiveness knew no bounds.
A friend who lifted our spirits and inspired us to be our best selves.
A healer who impacted countless lives through his therapy practice, mindfulness
coaching, the rituals of ceremony, and men’s group.
A teacher whose brilliant mind taught us how to live with intention, honesty,
kindness, and compassion.
A writer who wrote effortlessly with both aching beauty and scholarly precision.
A seeker who embraced his own soul’s highest calling with steadfast courage and
grace.
An adventurer who traveled broadly to touch the world more deeply.
An outdoor enthusiast who excelled at his passions for skiing, mountain biking,
rock climbing, camping, and simply being immersed in nature.
Cody is survived by his parents Paul and Maryann Wiggs, sister Nicole (Alex)
Bonaire and twin sister Kristen (Jordan) Betts, his nephew, Rhys Bonaire, his
niece, Kaiya Betts, his dog, Juniper, his loving aunts, uncles, cousins, and
countless friends from around the world.

A life so beautifully lived deserves to be beautifully honored and remembered. A
celebration of life will be held on May 14, 2021 at 1:00 PM at Fox Run Regional
Park in Colorado Springs. The celebration will begin at the Lower Pond Gazebo,
followed by a gathering of family and friends in Pavilions 2 & 3. Cody wished to

have his final place of rest be among the trees, the mountains, the water, and the
stars of Twin Lakes, Colorado.

If you would like to learn more about Cody’s life’s work, read his writings, listen to
his podcasts, or understand his life legacy, go to codywiggs.com

Cody presenting at our Winter Retreat on self-care and mental awareness. This presentation
provided helpful insight into how scholars can take care of themselves and channel all of their
energy into focusing on the things in front of them rather than getting caught up on things in the
future.

The light that you have created in this world will
never fade. 
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